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MEMORANDUM 

TO: A. Hudgins 

FROM: J. McCord 

SUBJECT: Hydra-Iris/South Atlantic Frogram  
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To satisfy the need for a companion rocket system in support of 
readiness requirements which could not be met by fixed sites at J. I. and 

Kauai, LRL has purchased six Hydra-Iris booster systems for launch and 

recovery evaluation. The advantage of the system being the fact that it 

is fired from the water and requires no fixed launcher on land or ship, 

and it can be supported by just about any vessel equipped for cargo hand-

ling. The U.S. Navy through the Naval Missile Center, Pt. Mugu is pro-

viding the necessary personnel and equipment support. Specifically, it 

appears that this system .will allow proper placement of LRL RadChem 

samplers supporting High Altitude events which are conducted a long dis-

tance (150 km) from J. I. and could support magnetic conjugate operations 

if required. 

Coincident with the development of diagnostic instrumentation, the 

ideas and hardware for an electrostatic analyzer capable of measuring 

electrons, protons and alpha particles in the 10 to 200 keV energy regions 

was developed in the High Altitude Physics group of LRL. 

It was determined that two or three of these electrostatic analyzers 

would be developed as payloads which were compatible with the Hydra-Iris 

vehicle, and launched at the South Atlantic Anomaly. At that location 

the launch system would get a good check-out, and simultaneously, valuable 

scientific data could be obtained at little additional cost if launch 

support could be obtained from either the Navy or the Air Force Eastern 

Test Range (AYETR). AFETR, it developed, would be able to provide a pro-

perly instrumented ship ,if LRL could make a schedule sandwiched between 

the NASA Mariner and Surveyorprpgreps. To_comply.with the ship schedule 
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as required by AFETR, the LRL/NMC team must meet the ship at either South 

Africa or Australia, and disembark at Recife, Brazil as stated in the 

subject AEC445 forms. 

The trapped radiation belts only descend to the lower altitudes 

(200 km) at the South Atlantic Anomalies; and to place the same payloads 

into the belts at any other location would require, in addition to a proper 

launcher and support instrumentation, a booster system costing from 7 to 10 

times the cost of a Hydra-Iris. 

Specifically, the object of the experiment is to measure the angular 

and energy distributions of low energy electrons, protons and alpha par-

ticles that populate the Van Allen radiation belts. Only meager and scat-

tered information regarding this type of data is presently available. The 

data is scientifically significant in that it would yield much new infor-

mation on the nature of the Van Allen radiation in the low energy region 

and would shed light on the origin of this radiation, which is presently 

not well understood. 

A total of four instrumentation and boost systems will be carried on 

the operation, but two of the systems will serve only as back-up in event 

of any booster or electronic failures. These back-up systems will be re-

turned to LRL if not used, and the boosters will be used in future planned 

recovery operations. It should be noted that the boosters are already a-

board the USNS Twin Falls, the AFETR ship which will support the operation. 

They were placed on the ship prior to its departure from CONUS to prevent 

the logistic problem of shipment of large and heavy rocket systems. 

One successful launch operation was conducted about 400 miles west of 

Pt. Mugu on 11 August 1964. This operation placed a 125 lb. payload to 

about 350 km and was very impressive from the standpoint of booster simpli-

city and realiability. In addition to the 3 South Atlantic shots, two more 

operations are planned in the Pacific in late spring 1965, and recovery will 

be stressed. 
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The cost breakdown is as follows; and it should be noted that costs 

associated with the South Atlantic program alone are asterisked: 

ITEM TOTAL COST REMARKS  

6 Hydra-Iris Boosters $180,000 

NMC Engineering & Launch Support 40,000 Includes launch of 11 August. 

AFETR Support 19,000* Already expended. 

LRL/NMC Travel/Perdiem 23,000* Can be saved by cancellation. 

Electrostatic Analyzer Construction 40,000* Already expended, but could be 
modified for satellite flight. 

NMC Support for Future Recovery 20,000 

Operations 

In summary, it can be seen that of the $82,000 expended for the South 

Atlantic Program,only $23,000 can be saved by cancellation. The scientific 

value of the experiment and the five man yeArs of effort must be equated 

against this saving. 

The electrostatic analyzers themselve,s,arenoW in being, and calibra-

tion is proceeding satisfactorily ‘p.oiri:tfhg ,ttivards a 16 November 1964 
ct -4' 
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CC: J. Carothers 
F. Seward 
F. Gilbert 
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